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It is shawn that Galilean invariance leads to a natural definition

of invariant Green's functions for bound systems.  The spectral repre-

sentation and differential equation for the single-particle Green's

function are giveno
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Galilean Invariance

Quantum-mechanical Galilean invariance requires, in addition to

the existence of the four infinitesimal translation operators 2, i and

the three rotation generators 3, the existence of a three-parameter set

of unitary velocity transformations U(V) whose action on state vectors

1is given by

U(3) 11'6· 'E1;   142,  f2;    •    •      •   in   
(1)

=   |Mt 'El   +  Ma ;   42,   P2   +  MRD    ·    •   ·   in   '4/

( similarly  for "out" states) and which transform the second-quantized.

wave function for a particle field of mass M according to

-05.(21Vt  +  is)
U(V)  4 (t,x)  Ut (V)  = e *Ct,5 4 Vt)                        (2)

'

The transformation U(y) satisfies

u(-p-= ut(v) = u-1(6   0                                      (3)

Application to Single-Particle Matrix Elements

Consider the matrix element <WIK $ (x) |N + 1 BK'>.   Here   NIK>  is
I./ I.J .'I

the state consisting of N particles in internal state a with total

(center-of-mass) momentum K and energy N-lI<f + ta with ta the internal
./

energy of the state a (units  h   = 2m = 1) o The symbol x represents

t, xe  Now (1) - (3), give2
AV
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(mK|' (0) IN + 185'>  =  (NNS  - N+IK'lu'(0;)*(O)  u ( N+ ) 1 N + 180>

= (Na K --LK'|$(0)|N+180> =<InO  $(0)|N + 10!S' -lph>-  N+1 -

- (2rr)-3/2 iII'    /_NK'- K    ,                                                      (4)
Yae  (N+1  -          -1

and, with translations,

2
i   ji  + 8     -  EL  .  e    t  -   (K-K ' ) •x 

<NlISI* (x) IN + 1.Bjs'> = (2rr)-3/2 e  <\N    a   N+1 8/ /.V   ."."         -1                                                -

1

.T          / -N-K'         K                                                                                                (5)
ap     N+1       -    / \

Application to Green's Functions

i The Gredn's functions considered here will be expectation values

of the usual time-ordered products in the ground state gn of the N-particle

system.  This state is assumed bound.  Because of translation invariance,
-.

allowance must be made for momentum to be transferred to this state. The

Green's functions therefore involve the matrix elements  with 1 = xx =

(t i,    31),     etc.   

<%,5 - $/2'T   $(1) 4 (2) 000 $(n) 4t(n') .00 $t(l,) Ign'   + 5/2>
1 - C

=       <gN'     -   #/21 Ut       T   <11 (1) o..
* t(1' )    U        1    g< .5/2>

  m  i  0 (Eoi - E318)-i (Sti- Sti') '                       (6)
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0 (ZN, - 1(/21 T  $(tl, 51 -  iti) .00 111'(ti, :r: - 2  ti:)1ZN' 1;/2>

Thus, all Green's functions are simply related to the functions

GU 
(1,

0.0 n; 1:, ••• n') = (-i)n <gN' - 13/2| T
 (1)

ooo
$t(1')  |gN iS/2)

(7)

,n  +ik•A .            <
=  C -1)    e  -w -  CgN'   - 5/2 |T    111 (1  - A) 0..

4 t (l'    -   A)      I g N   JS/2)

where A is any four-vector.  The special choice

Ac = (Exi + Exi)/211                                                 (8)
\

explicitly reduces the number of coordinates to just the translation-

invariant ones; hence, it follows from Galilean invariance that all

Green's functions can be expressed in terms of the invariant Green's

functions

- -ils.#c

G:s (1
... n; 1' 0.. n')=e G   (1 •••n; 1' •o•n')   ,      (9)

Nls .

where the invariant Green's function GI depends only on translation

invariant combinations of the coordinateso

Spectral Representation of the Invariant Single-Particle Green's Function

The invariant single-particle Green's function is (upper sign for Fermions,

lower for Bosons)

ga(x) = (-i) (gli' -ls/2| T  ¢(2), 'It(-' )  |gN' h/2>
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- -ie(t) S  .ids (gN -,5/21111(3)|N + lap>  (N + la |111•1(- 2) IgNS/2)4,                                                                                                C

tie(-t)SB .|'d  (gN- J 2111't(-P|N  -1 8  -E> (N-1 8  -*P|* ( )|gN,li 2>

-
i (1  + eg -  ir - Ea),

tr N  + 24 / N
- .1..(S  ei3.5    -ie (t)&6  e   '

\-p,
$   (N+I E         21        VI+1  2   -  0        (1 0 1

-i(6 + eg . EL - e )t
Eie(-t)SB

e N-1     8/ **    p - N=:1: i  T   (p + N=:1 &)1Bg  -   N 2 B g- N  2)

=    9&4 e-ilt  eifols ' :b (A,E)
\

Tdl ( N i 2  + *j P   (-L „  - *) v     (p  - N-12 T      /1  + Nz  831
Zmix,P) = 46 D E S/     01   *N+1  · Bg \*-    N  2/  Bg VE N 2/

lat). A' 1  - (8   + PT- -e    - ld) B A L A     12-8   - 2-\+ io              +               - io
   a        N+1:,          g        #N/ .\ g 4N B       N-1/

(11)

Eq· (5) has been used in deriving Eq. (10).3

Reference_ 2. gives a condition  6n the weight functions  in  (11),

namely,

  T  G:r P ,  )5' (NAP - *) (12)

& S8 T;g 6 -' N=1  IT-g (p + N-1 &,1 = 6 (19N 2, p <. N 2)

The delta function comes from the terms with a equal to ggethe internal

state consisting asymptotically of EN plus a single 'particle with

relative momentum q:
./
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T       (K) = 6 (5 - q) + T' (K) (13)
g' 9     -                               M               1, gs     -

..

where  $  '  has no delta-function  part o     Then  let

T (K) - T  (5) a 0 gs (14)
* ..1

so that

S&  'IFg,    (5)  'il'*$    ( S')   =   6(5   -   11')    +  t' I:, g s,    (ls)   + il   gK    (I   )
4 r ,

(15)

+  sa  ill *   (5)  T.:3   (K')8--

Since 8    = N  f + gg, it follows thatgq                                                                          \
./

' %(A,3)  = 'go  (A,p)  6 (k)   + 'gl;k  (X,p)0 »
W .4     \

(16)

gNIS(x)  =  go(x)  6 (5)  +  gl'5(x)

'go(92) = (1 - 12 + 10)-1
(17)

go (x) = f.  ig   e-i(At - 3.x)   (1 - p2 + io)-1

gl:5(x) - 'i dldi  e-i(At - E.ls) .242 (A,)9 (18)

4, (sj 'T' (t)
TE*(WT,1(5)g,gL ' + g, g& +S ] (A,P) =                         a'4  "   A-(,E- )2+ io  A-(E+ )2+ io A.(e .i-Zl -e  - ld)+ ioa N+1    g   4N
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f S  'Ir:,G - %1*)'." (&+ %10
B      (      C -8  - Ii,

(19)1-8+ - iog 4N B  N-1/

N J   N   =R+12 ' 2 1 =N+12-2

and (12) can be written, using (15), as

T'   (s) +T'   (t) +s :t iF (s) '4 : (3)+S  T*(P-NArl ) 4  (P+Nil )=0g,4.- g,gs . B  Bg 4- Bg -

That is, the integral of the weight functions in the spectral repre-

sentation  of  g   is  zero · for  all  k.NV
\        <

The  part  of  g  or  g'  with  +  io  in the denominator  is the "particle"

part of g or g'; the - iO term is the "hole" part. Since go is just

the Green's function   for   N   =   O,    it    is    seen   that   the   g    6 (k)    term   is    just

the free-particle propagation part of
gNk,0

Equation (16) is just the

first examples of a general rule for separating out free propagation.

It can also be written in terms of G (1;1'):
N13

9 91(1; 1,) = Go(1;1') 6(*k) + Gl  (1;1')
(21)

'

Similarly, for the two-particle Green's function:

Gl  (12;1'2') = Go(12;1'2') 6 (;9

+ (1 S P12) (1   Pl'2') Go(1;1') G ls (2;2') + G (12; 1'2')     (22)
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In such reductions, every particle in
G ]c interacts at least once with

the N-particle ground state. The terms   in   (21)   and   (22)   with  G    as   a

factor depend in a nontrivial way on fewer relative coordinates than

those without G o  When n becomes 2 N, then the resolution (21), (22),0

etc., begLns to break down; and care must be exercised in writing the

analogous equations.

Note that for noninteracting nonidentical particles the G k would
./

all be zero, so that in this case the magnitude of the weight functions

in G k is a measure of the strength of the interaction 1between the single

particle and the stable gN.  Because of the zero on the right-hand side

of (20) , it might seem that the weight functions can be arbitrarily small.

However, the identity of the particles, together with the assumption that
1

\

g  is a bound state, places a limit on part of (20).  This is best seen

by using the invariant density defined in reference, 2:

1--3   k -+                 k          S
'2 ik'xl

1< glif - 2 19 (Ox) 9 (02) 1 SN 2> = (2*)--     ngg(k) e- - (23)

L---1 ...

= S fd .< SN - 31* (Os) IN-1 0 - 2><N-1 0 -31* (03) 1 SNE> ..........-i-.-

1

ik.X r al  -• ( N- 1       \         -

C
N-1 jA1

=  e  - -    SB j  IZP    *03  2  -  -F-  /1   *Bg g 0-5-  ( 24)
1

Hence       (k)   =   s          f       dz    ,       '*      //       -  N-1    - --7       /           N-1    E\gg -     0 J (2*)0/2  7#gy- 7 1/'--38# \8 + N  / (24)

and *
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4.'. ---i....'.-I....I
..

.

N6(S) = (gm, -  ) f *5 *t (0, lS) 9(0, 10|gN  
(25)

9  (07)3/2 'ngg  (0)  8 (19

Therefore

N =  (2[1)3/2 .n     (O) = SB j' d  T     (P) T (5)
(26)

gg Bg *·t Bg

!

It follows from (19) and (24) that the weight function of the hole

part  of gl k integrated  over 2  must  give  (2rr)3/2  5       (k),  and this latter
gg 4

*4

is   equal-to li- for   k  =   0. . .    -i-..*

Note that comparison of (23) and (10) gives

 i k (0) -  Nk (0) = 32 i (2rr) -3/2 n    (k) \,
/1

gg - (27)

which also follows  from  (19)  and (24). Equations  (14)  and (27) indicate

that it is highly unlikely that g  can be developed as a perturbation
,;

series in the interparticle interaction, since the "unperturbed" part

of gNk is just_ g0, but, owing to (27), the perturbation cannot be
M/

arbitrarily small. Some other starting point, such as, for example, a

Hartree or Hartree-Fock approximation must be usedo  Of course, pertur-

bation theory can be used if the starting-point is taken to be free particles,

but then the information that the·N-particle ground state is bound is

difficult to incorporate and the spectral information contained in the

momentum-dependent energy denominators in (11) would not be easily ob-

tained.  By explicitly indorporating the bound-state nature of gN it

may be possible to avoid such difficulties.
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Differential Equations for Invariant Green's Functions

  With the assumption of just two-particle interactions, the

differential equation for the operator $ (x) is

Dx*(x)   =     (i    +  #)     4 (x)   =  f   dy  V(x  -  y)  *t (y)  4 (y)  0 (x) , (28)

where

v(x -y) = 6(t  -t) v(x -v)x y .v Av

with v(x - y) the two-particle potential.  Eq. (28) is invariant under

1 Galilean transformations and leads  to the well-know   equationi for  the

Green's functions

DiGN}S(l;1') = 6(S) 6(1-1') * i *  V(1-2) G &(12;1'2') d2             (29)

DlGN (1•.on; 1'•••n') = (1 -T.   P    ) 6(1 -·1') G  (200.n; 2'...n')    (30)ri,

*i   V(1 - (n+1)) Glnc(12••on, n+1; 1'...n'(n+1)+)d(n+1)
-

where n+ stands for t  + 0, On and is used to insure that $1.(y) in (28)

4                                 '
stands to the left of $(y).

Reductions of the form. of (21) and (22) can be used to write (29)

and (30) in terms of the
G4£

functions.   In such reductions the 6(k)
-*

terms cancele  For example (29) becomes

10
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DiGi8(1;1') = *i   V(1-2) [Go(1;1')5;k(2;2+) S Go(2;1')G (1;2+)AL                                 . , 4-
(31)

+  G':5,  (12,1.2,)]   «2

where Go(2,2 )  =  0  and  6 (ti  -  t2)  G (1;2+)  =  0  have been used. Invariance

properties can now be used to reduce (31) to an equation involving only

invariant functions.  The set of equations thus obtained is what one

would like to solve for the invariant Green's functions.  However, these

equations are not as transparent as Eq. (31), and will not be given hereo

A subsequent paper will consider some of the approximations that can be

used on this equationo

\

Summary

The effects of Galilean invariance on the properties of Green's

functions for bound systems have been explored.  Invariant Green's

functions  have been defined and shown to split naturally  into  "free"  and

"interacting" partso The spectral representation of the invariant single-

particle Green's function is given in Egs. (16) and (19).  The separation

of the free part leads to the unusual sum rule (20)o  The boundary con-

dition (27), together with (26), shows the impossibility of an expansion

in powers of the.interparticle interaction.  Finally, the differential

equations for the Green's functions have been considered briefly•
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